
Writing for Children
genres 

note that all photos are from www.istock.com or my own collection

alison@alisonacheson.com
with questions

12:35 or so? after intro?
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12:37 
way too many genres to make for easy marketing! 



12:39
READ! read the classics, read the new stuff. Find what you like to read. Write the story you 
want to read.



Squirrels in 
1964 and 
Squirrels 
now... 

what sells 
on ebay
and why

12:40
I’m a collector, fascinated by what has had appeal over the years.
Read what you loved as a kid, and read current. What are enduring elements? does that 
matter to you?



Picturebooks (one 
word!)

SHORT 50-500 words is 
best

1 + 1 = 3

child protagonist or sub

most experimental genre

never purchased by 
reader

Picturebooks 
(one word!)

SHORT 50-500 words is 
best

1 + 1 = 3
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most experimental genre

never purchased by 
reader

12:42
longer? 1+1=3. Explain and why it’s ONE WORD.
child or sub. No preconceived ideas. GATEKEEPERS.
Rents. teachers, librarians, reviewers, editors, agents, publishers, gift-buys, marketing folks



YOU 
are 

here

12:44
GATEKEEPERS.



tough subjects -
no taboos

12:46
you can talk about pretty much everything that is in a child’s world.
Note that the first-out-the-gate books are often weak! (think: Surrey school board banning 
the books with gay parents :(   BE AWARE OF WHAT’S OUT THERE. If you think your idea is 
original, check out all titles (Me with Alzheimer’s book--set out to write something “new”)
Smoky Night uses animals to work through the tough stuff. NOTE: animal stories! 3 of 4 of 
these have animals! (What’s up with that? Why WOULD you use animals? Some pubs HATE 
them!



child 
protagonist 
solves her/
his own 
issue

12:49



Early Readers

an oddity in Canada

generally 250-300 word stories in 
collections of 3 - 6 

WHITE SPACE

*Cynthia Rylant--check her out!

12:51
Orca wants 5500 words, Tradewind has what are essentially early chapter books 7500 
words...but no longer publishing these. White space! short sentences. Contraction-free! I’d 
suggest you dissect by highlighting dialogue, action, narrative. Go through and mark up what 
gives you the emotional content. These are not lifeless “learn to read” shit. Note Mr Putter 
and his neighbour are OLD people!



Early Readers
12:54



Middle-Grade ages 8-12
family and community and 

finding one’s place

7500 words to 50,000 (!)

some are self-selected

12:55
Ha! look at length possibilities! SUCH a range. Each year is like a LIFETIME!
Show Cul-de-Sac Kids and Thunder Ice. Charlotte’s Web is the quintessential MG novel. Read 
it, and read it aloud. Roald Dahl is a master of “read aloud” work. “Higher Power of Lucky” - 
scrotum! Meg Tilly...even I had problems with nominating, because I like to fly under parental 
radar!



humour - THIS principle 
is hard to mess with

12:58



YA - young adult
NA - new adult

ages 10-15? 12-15? 16-30?
marketing decisions

coming of age
finding one’s place in the larger 

world
no subject is taboo

1:00



poetry, graphic work
1:03
there is SO much! Nonfiction (cite my “book of lists”) poetry for every age group and for every 
subject (Shaq Oneal!!) Graphic for all ages



broken rules
1:05
religion - cynthia rylant again! with religion! Sidewalk circus--no text. Three Pigs - post-
modernism. Moon’s Revenge WAY too long, but SO lovely!



more broken rules
1:07
1964 was a cutting-edge year, and not just because I was born! Same editor was responsible 
for these books (and others!) Ursula Nordstrom!  The god!
Frank and Zelda (retitled Pizza for Breakfast) ADULT--OLD adult--character!
Wringer - breaks the rule of “the protagonist should be a bit older.”



and room for more
1:09



exercise alert:
Stand and do a tree. Try to be different from the trees immediately around you.
1:10 p.m. (40 mins. from beginning of class!)



Everyday 
activities:

list two hours 
worth...

for the toddler 
or pre-schooler

OR...

...let me finish the instructions...
1:11



or the teen 
or tween...

What will you 
choose? 
waking 
hours? 
midday? 
evening? 



explore  
memories 
of YOUR 

own
“everyday”

1:12



adult memory...?

1:13



or 
KID 

memory...

Write furiously for ten minutes!
1:16 - 1:30



QUESTIONS...
in medias res

flashbacks

language and viewpoint 
character

first person and third

close narration

tense

1:30 explain number 1 and 2 and then Q&A



Wonder is 
respect for life 

~
William Steig
Caldecott 
acceptance 

speech
1974

1:49


